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you don't need a gun, you don't need a
sword, i am just a person who has knowledge
of how to fight. i can use this gift, i can give
you all that you want, i will grant you any
wish. do you want a weapon? do you want
armor? do you want a room to hide in? do

you want a gun? do you want a sword? i will
give it all to you. with high damage and high
range, the sniper rifle is a great power pick
for close range combat. this allows you to

take down an enemy with a single shot while
at longer ranges and you have a great
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chance to accurately hit them with
headshots should you are wearing a

suppressor, moving in a fast pace. but can
the sniping sniper or marksman rifle be an all-

around pick? because it's such a precise
weapon, this gun is often relied on by snipers

for precision when shot from the hip.
switching to a preferred secondary, such as a

galil, means your operator can fire off six
shots at a time (or twelve at close range, if a

suppressor is equipped), but then has to
drop the primary to reload. being one of the
best weapons in any category, this category
is something not to be taken lightly. deadeye
and multishot are included in every weapons
category. both are great shooters with high

damage and high rate of fire, but if you have
a heavy assault rifle equipped, they are not

especially good to use. but they are great for
up close kills as the only disadvantage is the
shorter range. but anything beyond that and
they have great usability. they are especially

useful in the sniper category, where
headshots come faster than in other

categories and because of the limited
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tracking radius, the operator cannot be
easily targeted.
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installing mods: only functions of the cheats
should be installed as mods. installing mods
that are supposed to "modify the game" will

corrupt the game core and destroy, or
corrupt any compatible mods. best is to test

any mods before installing to be sure it
works well before using it cs:go patch; not
available yet. the weapons' spawn rates

have been balanced for lower tier players.
the bomb-defusing gameplay is the same as

in cs:go, and every bomb should now
explode on tick. the grenades are also now

quicker. cs:go patch; not available yet.
tweaks to the patcher: a new log file can now

be used for the command line client. non-
gta5 no where in our games do we make any

claim that cs:go, our other titles, or any of
the other call of duty games are affiliated

with this project. call of duty is a worldwide
industry leader that has been a part of the

gaming landscape for over two decades and
is the most popular game franchise in
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history. we will take care of the setup and we
will take care of the ongoing maintenance.

once in a while we will have to get rid of the
dead zombies, but we think this is a well
worth thing to do in order to increase the

audience of the server. they have their own
dialogue and can often be seen by other
players. after commandeering one of the

biggest servers in north america, turtlerock
created a server that is true to the cs

franchise's roots with lots of guns, plenty of
maps to play on, and both 24-player and
8-player competitive modes. the server is

relatively stable and current. however, we do
suggest that you check the addon list and

make sure that the ones that you have
installed are up to date. cs go patch; not

available yet. the server is very popular, but
it’s still not “idle” yet. our team is working on
a new html 5 patch that will bring the server
up to new standards. the server has one of

the best looking interfaces in the game, and
new players are encouraged to join the

community. there are new “extensions” with
custom assets for the players to download,
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and one of the favorites is the “csgo hud” for
the default cs:go client. 5ec8ef588b
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